Bugs & Wish list

doc.tiki.org feature list (which is populated from trackers) is not appearing all the time

Status
Pending

Subject
doc.tiki.org feature list (which is populated from trackers) is not appearing all the time

Version
10.x
11.x
12.x
13.x

Category
- Error
- Support request
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
- Regression

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
Partially solved

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Jonny Bradley

Rating

Description
Background info:
http://tiki.org/tiki-view_forum_thread.php?comments_parentId=46281

So when you visit http://doc.tiki.org/Features, the actual list of features comes and goes.

You can see from the video below (I put a watch alert on that page) that it has been going on for months:
Solution
r53870
It turns out the issue was that tracker category perms do not apply to it's items, so this commit defaults to make new items be categorised the same as the parent tracker.

Workaround
Nothing to do with plugin since it affects the tracker list too.

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
7

Priority
70

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
4542

Created
Friday 31 May, 2013 22:55:20 GMT-0000

LastModif
Tuesday 10 February, 2015 12:55:10 GMT-0000

Comments

**Marc Laporte** 02 Oct 14 01:45 GMT-0000

This is making Tiki look very bad.

It's happening here as well:

![Image of Tiki wiki interface](image-url)
Hi, does your monitoring show if it happen at specific times of the day or time interval?

Hi!

The service is https://uptimerobot.com/ and the password is in Clipperz, with the others. You can add yourself to have email alerts, which helps to catch intermittent issues in the act.

Since we have two such reported issues (although doc is a lot better than before), and they are on different servers, I renamed the previous check to -> Features (doc) and I added a new one: Features (Suite)

http://suite.tiki.org/Tiki+Suite+Features has failed every time I look for the last day or so. Maybe it was failing before, I don't know...

I don't see any pattern for the time of when it happens. Ideally, these checks would instead be in the Nagios / Shinken / Icinga instance so as to make it easier to see a correlation with another issue (ex.: low RAM, running out of OPCache RAM, etc.)

Best regards,
Marc Laporte 06 Oct 14 21:21 GMT-0000

Hi!

That should be easy to test by changing that setting and seeing if it helps. Currently, the admin panel reports:

```
```

Thanks!

---

Marc Laporte 07 Oct 14 22:24 GMT-0000

Here is a hint:
Marc Laporte 01 Dec 14 16:49 GMT-0000

I believe it's a perspective-related change of behavior made in September or October 2014 (after 13.0, but before 13.1)

 Doesn't work: https://suite.tiki.org/Tiki-Suite-Features-in-Tiki-Suite-perspective

 Works: https://tiki.org/Tiki-Suite-Features-in-default-perspective
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